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ZIJTAART, the Netherlands - January 9, 2023 - CleverIR announced today that it has named Vincent Gielen as its 
Commercial Director. Gielen will employ his extensive technology and sales experience growing and building 
CleverIR business divisions internationally.

“The non-contact infrared temperature sensors segment is set to continue to grow significantly, much faster than 
the contact segment. Expected is that Asia Pacific will register the fastest growth. With my training background 
in Singapore and working experience in Shanghai, I am excited to bring my expertise and network to this exciting 
market with a wide variety of industrial applications like robotics, infrastructure, sewage, agriculture, medical, 
printing, plastics and of course textile and semiconductor”, said Gielen. Gielen comes with an extensive sales and 
channel experience obtained with companies like B&G and Tennant. He comes with a Master of Industrial Engineering 
& Management Sciences obtained at TUE, University of Technology in Eindhoven, the Netherlands.
 
CleverIR, formerly known as Exergen Global, is a global supplier of infrared temperature sensors that measure 
temperature without making any contact. CleverIR is a distributor of the OEM division of Exergen Corporation, a 
worldwide leader of industrial and medical temperature technology. CleverIR’s mission is to develop and offer 
a family line of easy-to-use, cost-efficient temperature measurement solutions, with the highest quality and 
performance, for non-contact temperature measurements in the industrial field with minimal footprint. In that 
quest, the company is working on a new sensor line which will provide outputs that are in line with the new market 
standards.
 
“2023 is going to be an exciting year and we are very happy to welcome Gielen to the CleverIR family”, said Bram 
Stelt, CEO of CleverIR. “His international sales and technology experience, knowledge and network will help us 
tremendously in providing our full range of non-contact thermal solutions to our worldwide industrial customers 
with not only the right advice but especially customized IR solution and support for their thermal management 
challenges. Next to that we ae looking forward in expanding our presence worldwide with the help of Gielen”, he 
added.

About CleverIR: clever solutions in the infrared market
Formerly known as Exergen Global, CleverIR is a uniquely positioned group of experts carrying a nice portfolio of 
infrared sensor solutions. Very well-known brands such as the Exergen IRt/c line, Dali, Novus and Meltech focus 
on bringing accurate, reliable and of course easy to use, scalable infrared sensor solutions for a cost effective 
price. The sensor solutions can be found in a variety of vertical markets like print, textile, infrastructure, plastic and 
agriculture, automation and robotics amongst others.
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